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Abstract 
Positron Enilssion Tomography (PET) is a medical imaging modality, which is potentially 
useful in tlie study of human physiology and organ functions. Molecular probes for PET are de- 
veloped by first identifying a target process to be studied and then synthesizing a positron labeled 
molecule through which an assay can be performed. Drugs are designed to have limited interac- 
tions because the goal is to modify the function of a key step in a biological process with min~mal 
interaction with other processes. For studying functional activities, a physiologically active com- 
pound is radio-labeled and introduced in the body either by injection or inhalation. Depending 
upon the regional physiological activity, cells distribute these conlpounds in different proportion. 
PET imaging aims at obtaining a quantitative map of the spatial and temporal distribution of 
the tagged compounds. Useful information about the regional physiology can be obtained from 
the knowledge of the distribution of this radio-compounds. 
The physical processes involved in PET imaging are stochastic in nature and hence require 
appropriate stochastic modeling i.e., the emission process is modeled as a spatially independent 
Poisson process. The measurement data is obtained by the detection of randomly emitted photons 
as a result of emission process, and hence is also modeled as an independent Poisson process. The 
image reconstruction problem is essentially the estimation of mean parameters of the emission 
process from the detected events. 
The beginning chapter in this thesis is introductory in nature and discusses the potentla1 of 
PET imaging In medicine and biology. PET is foulid to be a very effectwe diagnostic tool for the 
detection of diseases such as cancer and Alziemer disease. PET is very effective in detecting the 
diseases in their very early stages, where other imaging modalities such as CT, optical imaging 
and AlIRI show almost no change from normal behavior. It should be noted that, treatment is 
r~iost effective in tlie early stages of the diseases. PET has sllowri great irlsiglit for fuxidltrwital 
understanding of gene expression. Imaging endogenous gene expression is useful to study the 
expression of genes during development, ageing, responses to environmental stimuli, alteratioris 
in gene expression from normal phenotypes of cells to those of disease, or responses of endoge- 
nous gene expression to therapy. Several other biological studies have been performed using PET 
imaging. Another rapidly growing interest is in the use of PET technology for the development of 
new drugs. For example, Pharmaco-kinetic studies of new pharmaceuticals are greatly simplified 
by PET. Furthermore, it is possible to measure the time dependent bio-distribution of new drugs 
labeled with PET isotope. In this respect, PET has shown great promise to almost all the areas 
of medical diagnostics. 
We discuss the physical and mathematical fundamentals of the PET imaging and its imple- 
mentation issues in chapter 2. The biological processes such as regional physiology, biochemical 
processes and the involved physical processes such as positron emission, photon-matter interac- 
tion, and attenuation are discussed. The selection of the test object (phantom) and the generation 
of count data are discussed in detail. A few ways of reducing the computational complexity is 
discussed. For example, an &fold symmetry in the measurement geometry greatly simplifies the 
compntational complexity. The mathematical difficulties and the practical implementations arc, 
discussed in detail. 
Assuming Poisson model for the emission and detection processes, and taking into account the 
physical (attenuation and scattering) and geometrical aspects of PET imaging, the cost function 
is deduced. The cost in this case is the likelihood function, which is the conditional probability 
function for observing a given measurement data. Expectation maximization (EM) principle is 
used to estimate the maximum likelihood solution for the PET image reconstruction problem. 
Slow convergence is one of the problems encountered in maximum likelihood based algorithm for 
PET. Hudson et al. have provided an ordered-subset expectation maximization algorithm for fast 
convergence of EM based algorithm. Alternatively, other way of reducing the computational time 
is by using digital signal processor as the processing elements. In chapter 3, we look at the dimen- 
sional instability problem well-known in under-defined problems, which is due to the application 
of unconstrained maximum likelihood estimation of density function based on point process data. 
The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) based reconstruction is iterative in nature. It has 
been observed that the quality of the reconstructed image improves during the initial iterations, 
but as  the number of iteration increases, the reconstructed image gets degraded. To compensate 
for the degradation in quality of the reconstructed image, researchers have suggested the inclusion 
of available prior distribution knowledge in the reconstruction procedure. This results in the max- 
imization of a general cost function i.e., posterior function, and this class of algorithm is termed as 
mmmum a postel;iori (MAP) approach. The application of MAP algorithm results in the recon- 
structed images that are found to be smooth in nature, with significantly reduced noisy artifacts. 
However, the edges me also smoothened. Recently introduced MAP-based median root prior 
(LIw) algorithm has been found to be very effective in retaining the edges. Though MAP-MRP 
reconstructed images are found to be far superior compared to conventional MAP reconstructed 
images, it is found to introduce jitter and streaking like artifacts in the images. These artifacts 
are undesirable in PET image reconstruction and may lead to wrong diagnosis. 
We found that, maximum likelihood estimation algorithm causes noisy artifacts whereas, MAP 
algorithm reduces noisy artifacts by utilizing available prior information in the reconstruction pro- 
cess. Most of the MAP based algorithms fail to determine the density class in the reconstructed 
image and hence penalize the pixels irrespective of the density class and irrespective of the strength 
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of interaction between the nearest neighbors. In chapter 4, we propose a Hebbian neural learning 
scheme to model the nature of inter-pixel interaction in order to reconstruct artifact-free edge- 
preserving reconstruction. A key motivation for the proposed approach is to avoid over-smoothing 
across edges that is often the case with MAP algorithms. It is assumed that the local correlation 
plays a significant role in PET image reconstruction and proper modeling of correlation weight 
(which defines the strength of inter-pixel interaction) is essential for generating artifact-free re- 
construction. Hebbian learning-based approach modifies the interaction weight by adding a small 
correction that is proportional to the product of input signal (neighborhood pixels) and output 
signal. This is a particular type of learning process from the surrounding. Quantitative analysis 
shows that Hebbian learning based iterative weight adjustment approach is capable of producing 
better reconstructed images compared to those reconstructed by conventional ML and MAP-based 
algorithms. 
Another aspect of image reconstruction is concerned with the form of prior function. Physically, 
more realistic prior is necessary for better image reconstruction. Chapter 5 analyzes the properties 
of priors and the issues related to those. Reconstruction with better edge information is often 
difficult due to the lack of prior knowledge. Recently introduced median root prior (MRP) based 
algorithm preserves the edges but step like streaking effect is observed in the reconstructed image 
which is undesirable. A fuzzy approach is proposed in chapter 5 to model the nature of inter- 
pixel interaction in order to reconstruct artifact-free edge-preserving reconstruction. The proposed 
algorithm consists of two elementary steps: 
I .  Edge detection - fuzzy rule based derivatives are used for the detection of edges in the 
nearest neighborhood window (which is equivalent to recognizing nearby density classes) and, 
2. Fuzzy smoothing - penalization is performed only for those pixels for which no edge is 
detected in the nearest neighborhood. 
Both of these operations are carried out iteratively until the image converges. Analysis shows 
that the proposed fuzzy rule based reconstruction algorithm is capable of producing qualitatively 
better-reconstructed images compared to those reconstructed by ML, MAP and MRP algorithms. 
The reconstructed images are sharper with small features being better resolved due to the local 
nature of fuzzy potential function. 
We model the PET image reconstruction problem through a non-Bayesian approach in chapter 
6. This is obtained by assuming conditional entropy associated with the estimate (image) as a 
cost function, followed by its maximization. The promising properties of conditional entropy 
maximization algorithm are the following: 
I .  Entropy maximization is a consistent way of selecting an image from the very many images, 
which fit the measurement data. 
2. This approach takes care of the positivity of the reconstructed image pixels, since entropy 
does not exist for negative image pixel values. 
3. Inclusion of prior distribution knowledge in the reconstruction process is possible. 
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It is observed that conditional entropy maximization algorithm is a generalized version of 
maximum likelihood approach for positron emission tomography (PET). Simulated experiments 
performed on PET system have shown that the quality of the reconstructed image using entropy 
maximization method is good. Gibbs distribution is suitably used for incorporating the prior 
knowledge in the reconstruction process. Mean squared error (MSE) of the reconstructed image 
has shown a sharp new dip, confirming improved image reconstruction. The entropy maximiza- 
tion method is an alternative approach to maximum likelihood (ML) and maximum a-posteriori 
(MAP) methodologies. 
For testing the performance of the proposed algorithms, the measurement data have been 
generated by simulating the emission and measurement process by using Monte-Carlo method. 
In this thesis, the measurement data is simulated, without taking into account the scattering 
and attenuation processes. For obtaining the emission detection probability matrix, a geometric 
approach is followed. In this scheme, the probability that an emission in pixel i is detected on 
tube 3 is proportional to the angle seen by the pixel i on to the tube 3, z.e., p, = %. Shepp 
et al. [12] have shown that the choice of pij based only on the geometry of the measurement system 
is reasonable, and that the results of reconstruction do not depend critically on the choice of p,,. 
The phantoms used in the present study are: (1) mathematical Shepp-Logan phantom and, (2) 
redistic brain MRI phantom. Shepp-Logan phantom consists of circles and ellipses of different 
sizes and with different gray levels. It is assumed that pixels with higher gray value are expected 
to emit more gamma rays compared to pixels with lower gray value. The MRI brain phantom 
consists of ~rregular egions with three different gray level values. These gray levels are physically 
the white matter, the gray matter and the cerebro-spinal fluid in the brain. 
The concluding chapter presents a limited review of the present status of the research in the 
PET image reconstruction. The future research in PET imaging should be directed towards 
incorporating prior knowledge about the object which is physically more realistic. Towards this, 
the author has presented two new approaches: a neural network based approach and a fuzzy logic 
based prior. These approaches have shown promising results in terms of reconstructed image 
quality. Incorporation of features from other modalities of imaging such as magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) and X-ray computed tomography (CT) in PET image reconstruction will be of 
potential research in future. 
